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Concours Judging Notes 
 
 

These notes were prepared by Register member Paul Kelly with substantial input from 
Robert Schaefer and Jack Evans and are intended to be read by the Concours judges to 

assist them in their judging standards.  
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EXTERIOR 

 
Covers the body panels, windscreen, lights, bumpers, badges and other items mounted on 
the car's exterior.   
 
Originality. 
 
General. - Basic guidance notes are given under each section however these are not 
intended to be complete (too bulky) and do not cover all items or details. Where doubt 
exists judges should consult the reference documents and/or the Chief Judge for guidance. 
 
Paint. - Make no deduction for 2-pack epoxy or other modern paint finishes that do not alter 
the essential appearance of an original standard coating.  
 
Doors and Rocker panels. 
  
Long door models from TS1 to TS4002, no external handles. Short doors thereafter, 
external handles introduced with TR3A. Up to TS60000, doors had 'squared-off' inner 
corners, rounded corners after with raised plinth for door handles. 
 
Front and Rear Guards  
 
These items essentially remained unchanged throughout production. 
 
Bonnet and Front Scuttle.  
 
Cars up to TS4228 were fitted with an internal cable bonnet release, external Dzus 
fasteners thereafter. All bonnets were fitted with a safety catch, those on 'cable release' 
models being different from the later Dzus type. A spring and post lifting mechanism 
accompanied the introduction of Dzus catches. Adjustable posts with rubber buffers help 
locate the forward edge of the bonnet. The bonnet prop rod should be body coloured. 
Cars up to TS6500 featured 4 ventilating slits at the rear of the bonnet, two slits thereafter. 
From TS 60000, the bonnet incorporated raised plinths for hinge mounting. 
From TS 6517, the scuttle was fitted with a hinged vent lid operated by a rod extending 
through to the top rail above the dash. 
 
Boot Lid and Rear Scuttle.  
 
On TR2's and TR3's, the boot lid incorporated a central recessed key lock and two outer 
carriage-key locks covered by spring loaded escutcheons. For TR3A's and 3B's, the lid was 
fitted with a single conventional turning handle and lock unit, incorporating a key lock.  
From TS60000, the boot lid featured raised plinths for hinge mounting. 
The boot lid stay should be body coloured. 
 
Front and Rear Aprons.  
 
Each of the three basic models (TR2, 3, and 3A/B) has its own unique front apron, with 
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which judges would be familiar. Many aprons have sustained damage and repair quality 
issues are common around the grille opening, along the lower extremities and especially in 
the repair of the complex double curve above the grille opening. 
 
Crank handle guides were fitted to all models, finished in chrome for TR2's and 3's, body 
colour for TR 3A/Bs. Late TR3A and B may have unpainted alloy units. 
 
Air deflectors were painted in body colour on all models. 
 
The rear apron changed during TR3 production, and from TS15601 additional mounting 
bosses were incorporated to accommodate separate turn signal lamps. 
. 
Lights, Grille and Windscreen.  
 
Headlights were initially Lucas F700, changing to P700 (tripod -type) by 1956. TR3A/B's 
were fitted with sealed beam units for some markets, particularly USA and Australia. Cars 
shipped to Australia were not fitted with the P700 units. It should be noted that the tripod 
light is not very effective and from the safety viewpoint it would be better to use sealed 
beams (at least). Make no deductions for use of non-tripod lights. NB. This allowance my 
be ignored if a rejudging is required to separate two or more cars in the final judging 
 
All head lights should be of the raised glass type, not the flat glass type.  
Headlight rims were screw fixed on TR2's and 3's, while for early 3A's the rim was split at 
the base and fixed by a clamping screw. Some later cars later cars had rims held by spring 
clips, while TR3A's and 3B's destined for North America were fitted with wider rims from 
TS32586. 
 
The front park/indicator lights changed during TR3 production (at TS17341) from a flat lens 
to a more rounded type. Trim rings were chromed (not aluminium). 
 
Rear corner lights on TR2's up to TS1306 had glass lenses with 'squared off' corners, with 
optional reflectors hung below. These operated as tail lights and turn indicators, while a 
single red lamp in the centre of the rear apron operated as stop light and registration plate 
illumination. The rear corner lights were changed to more rounded plastic lenses from 
TS1307, with a built-in reflector. During TR3 production, the corner lights were rewired to 
serve as tail and stop lights, and an additional inboard pair of turn indicator lamps was 
added, with corresponding alterations to the apron panel. (The glass turn indicator lenses 
may be either red or amber.) At the same time, the centre lamp was changed to a chrome 
unit, used for plate illumination only. On the last batch of TR3As imported into Australia, the 
outer rear lamps where amber and were used as turn signal lights. The inner rear lights 
where red and used as stop and parking lights. It is very doubtful if any cars still exist with 
this configuration. 
 
 
Grilles fitted to the various models would be familiar to judges. Early TR2's did not have a 
grille surround, a chromed 'reveal' moulding be added at an unknown point during the 
production run. TR3's were fitted with a 4-piece full reveal moulding. 
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The windscreen frame is secured to the body by slotted Dzus fasteners on TR2's, TR3's 
and early TR3A's, making the screen readily removable. From TS 60000, the support 
stanchions were altered and the assembly fixed by chromed slot-head bolts.  
 
Wiper blades were originally 8inch 'Trico' make. Arms and bezels surrounding the spindles 
are usually chromed, though some early TR2's had matt black arms and bezels in body 
colour. Early in TR2 production, at TS995, the spindle spacing was changed from 10.5in. to 
14.5in. At TS12657, the spindle holes were enlarged and the spindle attachment changed 
from 'collet and nut' to splined 'push-fit'. 
 
 
Bumpers, Hinges and Handles,  Badges, Guard Beading 
Front bumpers were of two different types. On TR2's and 3's, the blade was mounted on 4 
irons, 2 per side. Overriders were fitted on each side with black piping between blade and 
overrider. On TR3A's and 3B's, the blade is more rounded, and there is only one iron per 
side. Additionally, supports run from the upper overrider through the grille to mount on the 
inner guards. 
 
The rear overriders are secured by irons and angled bolts through the body to mount on the 
chassis. All mounting hardware should be painted black. 
 
Bonnet and boot hinges are made of Mazak die-cast alloy. Bonnet hinges were painted 
body colour up to TS7228, and chromed thereafter. All TR2 boot hinges were painted body 
colour, changing to chrome with the TR3. 
External door handles were introduced with the TR3A, however some very late TR3's were 
also fitted with external handles.  
 
Boot locks on TR2's and 3's consisted of two 'budget locks' covered by tear-drop chromed 
escutcheons and a separate recessed key lock in the central lower section of the boot lid. 
With the TR3A, these were deleted in favour of a combination locking handle and key lock. 
Spare wheel covers were again secured by 'budget locks', covered by chromed circular 
escutcheons. 
 
Badges on the TR2 and TR3 were confined to the front apron medallions, finished in 
chrome and red/black enamel. Each carried the model designation and the name 
'TRIUMPH' across the bottom of the medallion. With the TR3A, the name was deleted from 
the medallion, to be replaced by individual chromed ribbed letters mounted across the 
apron below the medallion. At TS41878, the enamel was changed to blue and white, while 
the letters were changed to a plain profile at body number EB72384. 
At the rear, a one-piece 'TRIUMPH' badge was introduced with the TR3. 
 
Guard beading was in body colour material on TR2's, generally comprising a Vynide fabric 
over rubber piping, however several variations are known. Unlike the later cars, the 
beading on TR2's does not continue along the bonnet aperture. Full beading was supplied 
on TR3's, 3A's and 3B's, made in stainless steel and polished aluminium. 
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Wheels 
 
Road wheels on early TR2’s were 4” disc, painted body colour, or possibly black on very 
early cars. At TS1869, 4.5” disc wheels were introduced - for safety reasons these are 
acceptable on earlier cars. Except as noted above, all TR2 and TR3 disc wheels should be 
in body colour. All TR3A and TR3B disc wheels should be silver. Hubcap medallions were 
initially enamelled, but from TS22014 may be painted or enamelled. 
Wire wheels may be 48 or 60 spoke of Dunlop-style lace pattern, finished in either silver 
(wide shade variation) or chrome, secured by a two-eared chrome knock-off. At TS22014, 
the early ‘hub, peg and collar’ w/wheel mounting changed to a bolt-on splined adaptor. 
Due to the availability of acceptable tyre/wheel options, rim width up to 5 inch and tyre size 
of 175 x 15 is acceptable. NB. This allowance my be ignored if a rejudging is required to 
separate two or more cars in the final judging 
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ENGINE BAY 

 
A margin of error of some 200 engine numbers or commission numbers should be used 
throughout the under-bonnet section. 
 
The Register intends that the cars be driven, accordingly some tolerance of minor dust and 
grime is required in the engine bay, particularly in areas that would be difficult to clean in the 
short interval between arrival in the town/city and the judging event. Note that all 
components were generally painted prior to assembly, not vice versa. 
 
Originality 
General. - Basic guidance notes are given under each section however these are not 
intended to be complete (too bulky) and do not cover all items or details. Where doubt exists 
judges should consult the reference documents and/or the Chief Judge for guidance 
Cable-ties - Incredibly useful, but definitely not original, cable-ties may be encountered in a 
wide range of locations. A deduction should be made for cable-ties 
. 
 
Identification Plates. 
 
Four styles of Commission plate were used, mounted with aluminium rivets:- 
TR2, early TR3.  Approx 10 cms. square, with corners removed. "20TR2" at top. 
Late TR3           Same shape, marked "20TR3". 
Later TR3          Some plates have bottom half cut off. Drilled holes for larger plate may be 
present. 
TR3A/B              Approx. 10 cms. wide by 5 cms. high, marked '20TR3" 
All                      Make no deductions for plate condition. 
 
Chassis plate. Brass plate mounted above left centre of battery, using slotted pan-headed  
screws. 
 
EB plate. Painted body colour, mounted above chassis plate, same fasteners. Not fitted to 
TR3B's. 
 
Engine number. Stamped on ledge on block near no.3 spark plug. TR2, 3 and 3A numbers 
commence with 'TS', early TR3B with 'TSF', and TR3B - 2138cc engine with 'TCF'.  All 
models carry the suffix 'E'. 
 
 
Inner Panels. 
 
Apart from the inner guard lower fastening plates (black) and the washer bottle, these 
should all be finished in the vehicle's body colour, free of sound deadening or other foreign 
coatings, except for small amounts of joint sealant (again painted body colour).  
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Battery  
 
Connection should be positive earth, original Lucas battery with rubber outer coating, tar-top 
with exposed cell links. Early cars had brass wing nuts on securing rods, nyloc thereafter. 
Earth lead round woven unsheathed cable, solenoid lead sheathed, rubber boot on solenoid 
connection. Lead caps secured by slotted pan-head screws to battery posts. Felt anti-
corrosion washers acceptable. 
Due to availability of suitable batteries, other batteries are acceptable as long as they are in 
symphony with the period. NB. This allowance my be ignored if a rejudging is required to 
separate two or more cars in the final judging 
 
Electrics 
  
Mostly Lucas electrics used throughout, generator and starter motor should carry date of 
manufacture. 
 
Harness cotton-covered up to TS60001, cotton or vinyl thereafter with spade connectors. 
Wiper motor Lucas CRT15 to TS12567, mounted on RHS bulkhead, followed by type DR2 
mounted on the left side bulkhead. 2 speed type DR3 optional. Wiper blades normally 8" 
Trico. 
 
Starter motor long 'outboard drive' type to TS50001, short 'inboard' type after. Both 
designated M418G, and painted black. Solenoid cylindrical with a rubber button for engine 
bay starting. 
 
Voltage Regulator RB106/1 mounted horizontally on bulkhead, TR2 to mid TR3A, with an 
open fuse carrier below. From TS60001, spade terminals used, Regulator mounted 
vertically and fuse box covered. 
 
Flasher positioned horizontally in earlier TR2's, with screw tab at end to left. Then mounted 
vertically with terminals at top. Very late '3A's and '3B's had spade connectors at the bottom.  
Coil was initially type B12, painted black. From TS11813, type HA12 used, with screw or 
'push-on' terminals and metal body left unpainted. 
 
Generator initially C39PV/2, with removable band over the brushes (band deleted at 
TS98430).  During 1960, changed to C40 (stepped case) with spade connectors. All cases 
and mounting/adjustment brackets painted black, end covers unpainted. 
 
Horns, one high tone, one low (stamped 'H' and 'L' respectively), painted gloss black. 
 
Hydraulics 
 
All TR2's and early TR3's were fitted with a Lockheed twin bore (clutch/brake) master 
cylinder with integral reservoir. The cover plate and unit should be unpainted, the filler cap 
black. Pushrod boots should be accordion type, while the clutch slave cylinder should be 
short and rounded.  
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From TS 13046, Girling disc brakes were fitted to the front wheels, and independent alloy 
master cylinders adopted, supplied from a single fluid reservoir with internal division for the 
two systems. Reservoir should be painted black, with 'Clutch' and 'Brake' decals (white 
letters) on the sides. Red and blue Girling decal may be on the clutch side of the reservoir. 
 
 Pedal adjustment bolts in front plate of assembly mounting bracket, discontinued after 
TS6000. Clutch slave cylinder has two types of support rod, one has L turn, the other has 
angle bend. 
In all systems, brake and clutch lines should be galvanised or painted galvanised, no copper 
lines were used. 
 
Engine. 
  
Engine block did not change significantly throughout, should be painted black. 
All TR2"s fitted with Low Port heads and H4 carburettors, however between TS8997E and 
TS9349E H6 units were supplied, with an interim manifold. 
With the introduction of the TR3 (TS9350E), head changed to Le Mans (higher head bolt 
bosses) type, with H6 carburettors and a different manifold. Between TS12606E and TS 
13052E, the High Port head was introduced, with a further manifold change. Oil filter 
changed to Full-flow type at the same time. All heads painted black. Bolt heads and nuts 
may be painted, natural or blued. Late TR3B's (TCF series) may be fitted with TR4 versions 
of the High Port head. 
 
Oil Filler Caps should be at the front, except for late TR3B's. Generally painted black, but 
silver, or grey hammertone, known also to be original. Early cars had flat top caps, later 
models could be flat, or domed with finger-grips. All carried decals. 
 
Rocker covers were initially black, changing to chrome late in TR2 production. Black covers 
should carry a valve clearance decal. 
 
The sump and breather pipe should be painted black, while the dip stick should be 
unpainted. Engine removal brackets may be fitted and should be painted black. 
 
The distributor was initially Lucas DM2, type V167, changing to DM2 type P4 at TS 8213. 
Very late 3A's and 3B's had type 24D4 units. Early caps were brown, later black, and all 
were embossed 'LUCAS'. Vacuum advance was connected by a thin steel tube to the front 
carburettor. The distributor connection was via a large hexagonal fitting, changing to a 
smaller fitting part-way through TR3A production. 
 
Spark plug leads should be black, with insulation boots fitted. 
 
Fuel System.  
 
Carburettors initially H4, changing to H6 at TS8997E. and flexible float chamber mountings 
added at TS9721E. Anodised Float Chamber Tags were stamped AUx to identify the jet 
installed. Air cleaners were off-set from the introduction of the H6 units. All carburettors had 
brass dashpot tops. 
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All TR2's had plated steel fuel pipes with banjo connections, except for the braided flexible 
line between the pump and the chassis-mounted fuel tap. With the change to H6, flexible 
rubber and braided fuel pipes were used between the carburettors, and between the front 
unit and the fuel delivery line. A strap-type clip held the fuel line to the thermostat housing. 
From TS15496, a push-on connection was introduced for the tap-to-pump line. 
In late 1958, around TS40000, banjo fittings replaced by rubber push-on connections, the 
two carburettors being connected by a U-shaped tube. Petrol tap may also have been 
deleted at about this time. 
Air Cleaners should be black, with round "AC" decals, changing to rectangular around 1957. 
Brass components, fuel lines, carburettors and the fuel pump should all be natural metal, 
lightly polished. Manifolds were left as cast. 
 
Underbonnet Controls  
 
Early cars were fitted with a one-piece 'rigid' column. Between TS27000 and TS42000 a 
split unit was introduced and this continued to the end of production. The column tube and 
supporting hardware should be glossy black. The exposed shafts and connector of the split 
system should be unpainted steel. 
 
Up until TS5776, no lower steady bracket was fitted. The first style of bracket bolted through 
a hole near the front spring. The bracket was moved up the column for the split system, 
bolting into a brace in the chassis frame. 
 
An upper support bracket was also introduced with the change to the split system. This is 
bolted through the firewall and includes a rubber grommet and wire clamp. 
TR2's had a large rubber plug with steel cover plate where the column passed through the 
firewall. TR3's with rigid columns may have either type. 
 
Early cars (TR2's) may have had black tacho and speedo cables. These later changed to 
grey or cream. 
 
Oil pressure flexible and rigid lines continued unchanged throughout. 
The capillary tube of the temperature sending unit is routed along the fuel line, secured by 3 
aluminium clips lined with tape. The tube is wrapped in 3 coils, roughly 3 to 4 cms. in 
diameter. 
 
Cooling System  
  
Up to TS1201E, the radiator outlet was centrally located in the radiator's top tank. From 
TS1201E, the outlet was moved off-centre by about the width of the outlet, with a 
corresponding modification of the thermostat housing to maintain alignment. The overflow 
hose is fastened to the inner guard using a unique encircling clip. Both radiator and securing 
hardware should be painted black, while the brass drain tap should be unpainted. 
 
The water pump, body, and pulley may be unpainted or painted black. A grease nipple 
should be installed in the upper RH side of the pump. Due to the unavailability of water 
pumps with a grease nipple this may be deleted. NB. This allowance my be ignored if a 
rejudging is required to separate two or more cars in the final judging 
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Up to TS414E, straight hoses were used, with a bent connecting pipe. Thereafter, formed 
angled hoses were used with a slightly bent pipe. Hoses are black, with pipes painted black. 
Wire-type hose clips should be fitted. 
 
Thermostat housing modified at TS1201E. Earlier unit was larger with a plate on top 
retained by 3 bolts. 
Fan was unchanged throughout. Blades should be unpainted aluminium, the centre section 
being black. The rivets are natural. 
 
The heater valve is screwed into the cylinder head at the rear of the engine. Brass valve is 
unpainted, with black or emerald green handles. 
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BOOT & SPAREWHEEL, 
 
General. - Basic guidance notes are given under each section however these are not 
intended to be complete (too bulky) and do not cover all items or details. Where doubt 
exists judges should consult the reference documents and/or the Chief Judge for guidance. 
 
Boot and Tools  
 
Boot sides, boot rear and the wheel arches should be untrimmed and painted body colour. 
Boot lid prop also painted body colour. Millboard cover over fuel tank with 'pebble finish', 
matching body colour then black from TS22014, fastened by #4 screws and washers. 
 
Boot floor fitted with bound-edge carpet on TR2's and TR3's, Hardura mat on TR3A's, all 
mostly black but some matched body colour. All used snap fasteners to locate on boot 
floor. 
 
Rubber drainage tubes fitted at lower rear corners.  
Spare wheel compartment painted in body colour. Spare tyre and tool stowage straps 
generally black leather, some colours may have been available. Strap metal fixing loops 
painted black. 
 
All cars were supplied with a spare tyre, a jack (generally painted red) with handle/ratchet, 
a coach key and an owner's instruction book. Late cars were supplied with black jacks and 
a flat black ratchet handle. Disc wheeled cars supplied with a wheel brace and hubcap 
removal tool, wire wheeled cars with a knockoff hammer. 
 
Supply of additional tools varied widely from full tool rolls to virtually nil. Additional tools are 
therefore optional and should not score additional QOP points, however incorrect additional 
tools should incur a deduction of one (1) point per item. 
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INTERIOR 

 
General - The Register intends that the cars be used, so some allowance must be made 
for normal wear. For example, leather will develop 'wrinkles' with use and side curtain 
brackets will show scratched paint with use. 
 
Originality. Basic guidance notes are given under each section however these are not 
intended to be complete (too bulky) and do not cover all items or details. Where doubt 
exists judges should consult the reference documents and/or the Chief Judge for guidance. 
 
Cable-ties - A deduction should be made for cable-ties, from the section in which it is found. 
 
Door Panels and Trim.  
 
See references for trim colours, pleating and piping details. 
 
Door panels made from 3/16" board covered by very thinly padded vynide and secured by 
about 15 #4 slotted chromed screws and cup washers. Map pockets were cardboard 
sprayed with flock and generally matched the trim colour (exceptions known). 
Up to TS22013, door panels had rectangular openings, vinyl trimmed pull cables with 
chromed fittings, square rear lower corners. From TS 22014, piping along top edge, kidney 
shape pocket and plastic coated door pull inside the pocket. From TS28826, Dzus 
sidecurtain brackets introduced with strap just forward of the rear mount. From TS60000, 
lower rear corner rounded. 
 
Door top rolls used steel capping with sponge rubber top roll, covered in leather or vinyl to 
match the internal trim. Up to TS22013, roll ends covered with leather or vinyl, from 
TS22014 ends covered by chromed buttons. 
 
Scuttle edge trim capping was aluminium, covered in vinyl or leather to match the interior 
trim and secured by chrome #4 screws and cup washers. 
 
Quater elbow cappings originally aluminium, trimmed to match the interior and overlapped 
the quarter panels. From TS22014, elbow cappings steel trimmed to match interior and 
overlapped by the quarter panels. 
 
Tonneau cappings aluminium, vinyl trimmed to match interior, initially overlapping quarter 
panels, and then being overlapped by them from TS22014. Centre tonneau capping always 
overlapped by corner cappings 
. 
Wheel arches trimmed in matching vinyl with piping along the curve of the arch. Section 
between piping and quarter panel thinly padded under vinyl. 
 
Quarter panels made from fibreboard trimmed in unpadded vinyl to match interior and 
secured with chromed #4 screws and cup washers. 
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Rear bulkhead panels initially fibreboard trimmed in plain vinyl to match the interior. From 
TS 8637 to TS 22013:- (a) match-painted untrimmed millboard with pressed-in pleats, then 
(b) panel reverted to TR2 type above, however (c), for rear seat versions a wooden squab 
board was used, upholstered in vinyl or leather and vinyl. 
From TS 22014 to TS60000, early TR3A's had a 2-part rear bulkhead of steel and plywood, 
trimmed in vinyl with horizontal pleats and heavily padded. In 1958, panel changed to one-
piece fibreboard, trimmed as before, with pressed pleats replacing sewn at some time. 
From TS60000, lower portion altered for new rear floor, otherwise same pattern. 
 
Draught excluders initially 1/4" piping trimmed in vinyl to match interior.  From TS22014, a 
'fuzzy seal' replaced the trimmed piping, colours and fastening method continued as before. 
 
Door sill finishers were polished aluminium covering the sill seam and secured with #4 
chrome screws (no washers). 
 
Jack hole covers were metal on early TR2's, sprayed in body colour. Subsequently 
changed to rubber plugs. 
 
Battery box drainage tube introduced from TS3268. A rubber hose was attached by a 
special clamp and ran down through the transmission tunnel.  This modification is 
acceptable on all cars.  
 
Seats.  
 
Two distinct types of seats were fitted, the changeover point being at TS22013.  Early type 
had backrests of thin wrap-around section and separate seat cushion with a 'square' front 
edge. 
 
 Upholstery pleating ran 'fore and aft'. The later type had thicker backrest padding, a more 
rounded front edge to the seat cushion, and upholstery pleating was transverse. 
Both types had cushions of 'Laceweb' spring construction. 
Initially both front seats were rigid construction, the passenger seat being given a folding 
backrest with the TR3 and the introduction of the optional rear seat. Where fitted, the rear 
seat is trimmed in a similar manner to the front seats. Up to TS60000, the rear seat 
required supporting legs and had a 'bowed' leading edge. From TS60000, supporting legs 
were not required and the leading edge of the seat was straightened.  
Very early cars were upholstered in leather, then vinyl became the standard trim with 
leather as an option. Note that only the seat facings were trimmed with leather. 
Piping was used on the seat extremities throughout production, the colour matching the 
car's upholstery on most TR2's. Contrasting piping became more prevalent on TR3's and 
virtually standard on TR3A's.  
 
Cadmium plated seat slides were fitted to both front seats, although some very early TR2's 
may have had a non-adjustable passenger seat. The slide release lever was mounted 
towards the outside of the car, while the slides were fastened to the floor by plated slot-
head bolts. 
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Carpet.  
 
Carpets were initially a short tight wool pile, changing to a nylon loop type around TS35350. 
A jute-type underlay was used throughout. 
The wearing edges of carpet sections were bound in vinyl to match the carpet colour. 
Note that all cars after TS5089 had the front floor footwell carpet replaced by a heavy 
rubber mat which extended up the bulkhead to the approximate level of the headlamp dip 
switch - these mats are now rarely seen and even the very best Concours cars will 
generally incur a penalty on this point. 
 
The transmission tunnel carpet was initially a four-piece covering with rubber access plugs 
for the transmission, while the propeller shaft tunnel was a two-piece covering. 
 
On TR3A's, both tunnel section coverings were changed to one-piece sections and the 
plugs deleted. At the same time the rubber gear lever boot was changed so that its lip lay 
under the carpet. 
 
In all cars the carpet colour generally matched the interior trim. 
Carpets were attached by a variety of means -clips, glue, screws or loose. Make no 
deductions provided the attachment technique/s make/s sense and is/are 'of the period'. 
 
Steering Wheel and Controls.  
 
The standard steering wheel on all cars was non-adjustable with 3 groups of 4 chromed 
spokes supporting the rim about a bakelite control head which carried the horn button and 
chromed direction indicator lever. The rim, control head and horn button were finished in 
gloss black. 
 
The optional adjustable steering wheel is similar in construction and finish but differs in 
detail, including the spoke arrangement. 
 
Brake and clutch pedals were painted gloss black and (from TS8636? ) fitted with 'T' rubber 
pads. Accelerator pedal and shaft could be plated, natural or finished in silver-grey. 
 
Gear lever on all cars was chromed with a chromed locking nut for the rubber gear knob. 
The gate pattern was moulded into the knob. 
 
Handbrake lever was chromed, with a black plastic grip. 
 
The dipper switch was mounted on the firewall adjacent to the clutch pedal. The switch was 
cadmium plated, the mounting bracket painted gloss black. 
 
Dashboard and Instruments 
 
The dash and glovebox lid on all cars were vinyl covered to match the trim, as was the 
centre instrument panel up to TS22014. Thereafter the centre panel was painted in black 
crackle finish. 
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Instruments were made by Jaeger (Smiths), except for the ammeter which was supplied by 
Lucas. The speedo was fitted to the left of the steering column, the tachometer to the right. 
Instrument glasses were domed and all instruments featured white markings on a black 
background. 
 
Centre instruments were fitted:- at top left fuel gauge; top right oil pressure gauge; lower 
left ammeter; lower right water temperature. (Positions are for RHD cars). 
For details of centre panel switches and warning lights see ' Original Triumph TR2/3/3A' 
p46. 
 
Both overdrive and heater were options. 
 
The overdrive switch on early cars comprised a pull switch on the dash to the right of the 
steering wheel. With the introduction of the 3 speed O/D, this was changed to the barrel 
type lever switch. The rotary heater control was located near the overdrive switch. 
 
From TS6157, a scuttle air vent was fitted to all cars, the black control knob being situated 
in the centre of the capping above the dash. A bezel was supplied, inscribed with the words 
'vent pull'. 
 
The rear-view mirror bolts to the top of the bulkhead, just behind the windscreen. A bracket 
and rubber pad helped steady the mirror against the screen frame. Mirror back, stem, and 
steady bracket were painted black. Mirror edges were originally exposed, then a slightly 
larger glass with black plastic surround was fitted from TS60000. 
 
A passenger grab handle was fitted to all cars and was situated above the glovebox lid. 
The handle was covered in black plastic on TR2's, the handle being chromed on later 
models. 
 
The glovebox was made from a cardboard composite material and fastened behind the 
dash. The lid was hinged along its lower edge and a thin rod supported the lid when 
opened. A flush fitting lock was included. 
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UNDERBODY 

 
The Register intends that the cars be driven; accordingly greater tolerance of dirt/dust is required 
for Underbody components. Note also that all components were generally painted prior to 
assembly, not vice versa. 
 
Originality. Basic guidance notes are given under each section however these are not 
intended to be complete (too bulky) and do not cover all items or details. Where doubt 
exists judges should consult the reference documents and/or the Chief Judge for guidance. 
 
Chassis 
 
The chassis saw few changes during the sidescreen era. Seek further information if Comm. 
No. lower than TS5000. The chassis may be painted black or any body colour available at 
time of production. The radiator crosspiece should be black. 
 
Look for/at:- Structural integrity and modifications, rust, twisted / bent sections, indent 
damage, drain holes in front closing plates, radiator crosspiece, rear exhaust bracket, 
failure at rear overrider/body mount, paint type, colour and condition, cleanliness. 
 
Exhaust system  
  
The system may be presented in black, dull silver, natural mild steel or stainless steel. 
Below TS5000 seek advice. At TS11385, second silencer introduced. At TS 15706 tailpipe 
and extension altered. Extension then polished aluminium. 
 
Look for/at:- System layout vs. original; number, size & types of mufflers; front and rear 
mountings; tailpipe extension; leakage; corrosion; damage; finish & condition; cleanliness. 
 
Brake and Fuel Line Routing.  
 
Brake and fuel lines and their fittings should be in bright finish. 
At TS 13046 change from Lockheed to Girling with front disc brakes. 
At TS 60001 change in fuel line routing around fuel tank. 
 
Look for/at: - Brake line routing around/through chassis to wheels, correct flexible hoses 
and mountings, chassis grommets, axle straps, tubing/fittings type and finish, leakage, 
damage, corrosion, cleanliness. Fuel line routing through chassis, grommets and 
mountings, tank fittings, tank overflow line, tubing/fittings type and finish, leakage, damage, 
corrosion, cleanliness 

Front brakes, Suspension and Lower Steering including Steering Box 

 
Lockheed system drums black. At TS13046, Girling discs introduced. Around TS27000, 
dust shields added. Around TS56300 smaller calipers fitted. 
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Suspension components usually black, shock absorbers may vary in colour with 
manufacturer. 
 
Front anti-roll bar acceptable if generally ‘of the period’.  Also acceptable: - Under-shield kit, 
Up rated shock absorbers, Stiffer springs. At TS 9122, rubber bushes in lower control arms 
replaced with nylon/steel assemblies. 
Steering components painted black. At TS 5777, brace added from steering to chassis 
cross - tube. At TS22014, bracket added between lower trunnion bracket and bumper 
mounting bolt. 
 
Look for/at: - Brake pedal travel, brake wheel cylinders/calipers, drum type, disc type, dust 
shields, leakage, corrosion, finishes, and cleanliness.  Suspension arms, joints and bushes, 
shock absorbers, rebound rubbers and brackets, grease nipples and seals, nuts and bolts; 
wear in bushes, ball joints trunnions and wheel bearings; corrosion, finishes, cleanliness. 
Steering box, idler box, bushes and ball joints, steering play; wear in boxes, bushes and 
joints; leakage, corrosion, finishes, cleanliness. 
 
Rear brakes, Suspension, Rear Axle Assembly.  
 
Rear brakes include the handbrake assembly to the base of the handbrake lever. 
Brake backing plates, suspension parts and axle assemblies should be black. Drums on 
Lockheed system cars and disc wheel Girling cars should be black. On wire-wheeled 
Girling cars, black or silver drums are acceptable. 
 
At TS5443, rear brakes increased from 9’’ to 10’’ diameter. At TS13046, brakes changed to 
Girling. At TS56377, brake diameter decreased from 10” to 9”. 
 
At TS3175, a second clip was added to the front of the springs. At TS26904, a softer spring 
fitted to passenger side. Armstrong lever shock absorbers were fitted throughout, in natural 
die-cast finish or painted black. 
 
At TS13046, the rear axle was changed. The later unit has round axle tube flanges with six 
bolts and three lockplates at each flange. 
 
Look for/at:- Handbrake travel and operation, rear brakes/drums, wheel cylinders, leakage, 
cables, sheathed cable & spring support, compensator assembly, grease nipples, 
corrosion, finishes, cleanliness.  Spring leaves, clips, shackles, bushes, U-bolts, hoop 
straps, shock absorbers, leakage, corrosion, finishes, and cleanliness. Rear axle type, bolts 
and lockplates, rebound rubbers and wires, leakage, corrosion, finish, cleanliness. 
 
Propeller Shaft, Transmission and Road Wheels.  
 
The propshaft should be mounted with the sleeved-yoke end towards the gearbox. Shaft 
should be black, universals black or natural finish. 
 
Gearbox case can be painted silver or natural aluminium. Cars with ‘O’ stamped on the 
commission plate should be fitted with overdrive, while it is acceptable to have overdrive 
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refitted to other vehicles. Only Laycock A-type overdrives are acceptable. Fitment of the 
later J-type may also indicate an incorrect (TR2-TR3A) all-synchromesh gearbox. 
 
Look for/at: - Propshaft type and fitment, Nylok nuts and bolts, wear in universals, finish, 
and cleanliness. Gearbox type, overdrive type, leakage, finishes, cleanliness. Road wheel 
type, diameter and rim width; hubcaps/medallions, spoke numbers and lacing, knock-off’s, 
finishes, cleanliness. Tyre type and dimensions, wear patterns, cleanliness. 
 
Wheel arches and Underbody Panelling. 
  
Both whee arches and underbody panels were always spray finished in body colour, 
leaving the features of the underlying steel panels and forming contours sharply defined. 
Sealant was used in some areas, e.g. joins between inner guards and body shell, however 
broad area underbody proof/sound deadening coatings  and other high-build coatings are 
not acceptable whether under or over the colour coat. 
 
Look for/at: - Inside surfaces of wheel arches; floor areas under passenger compartment, 
fuel tank section and spare wheel compartment; finishes, cleanliness 
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 WET WEATHER EQUIPMENT. 
 

Originality. Basic guidance notes are given under each section however these are not 
intended to be complete (too bulky) and do not cover all items or details. Where doubt 
exists judges should consult the reference documents and/or the Chief Judge for guidance. 
 
Hood and Sidecurtains.  
 
Hoods, sidecurtains, hoodbow covers and tonneaus all basically made from a 'crushed' 
grain vinyl with a canvas inner surface. Hoodbow webbing of cotton weave. 
For colour information consult "Original TR 2/3/3A" pp. 32-37. 
 
Hoodbows and mounting screws painted to match body, however after TS60000, bows 
may be black or light tan. 
 
Hoods initially had a single rear window, two quarter windows being added from TS4400. 
Welded windows acceptable. Hoods should also have an attached vinyl buffer roll for 
additional sealing at the top of the windscreen. 
Re fasteners, all were small Tenax type up to TS3513. FromTS3514 to TS 5255, full size 
Tenax used. Thereafter Lift-the-Dot replaced all but those across the windscreen. 
Hardtop lining was a thin tan cotton broadcloth glued to the shell. Fitting hardware and bolts 
chromed. 
 
Sidecurtains initially had a single fixed window, a zippered signalling slot, and 4 small 
Tenax fasteners along the bottom edge. From TS 5256, fasteners became Lift-the-Dot. 
From TS8637, sliding windows introduced and slot eliminated. 
From TS 28826, wedge-type brackets replaced with Dzus system and the four lower 
fasteners eliminated, with a small strap being introduced that clipped to the inner door 
panel. Wedge-type brackets generally body colour, Dzus generally grey. Wedge-type door 
brackets generally chromed, Dzus painted silver-grey hammertone. 

 


